SecurityPlus

ADVANCED SECURITY
OPTIONS
We oﬀer advanced security features to
support your challenging requirements

www.equatex.com/securityplus

DESIGNED TO HIGHEST STRICTEST STANDARDS
Our EquatePlus platform was built from the
ground up with the security you expect from
leading international financial institutions.
Equatex recognise that each company has
its own exacting requirements, and we oﬀer
additional security options to fit your
individual needs perfectly.

From inbuilt features like Two Factor
Authentication and Data Encryption at Rest
to secure dedicated VPNs, our solutions
give you the peace of mind that comes
with advanced security.

Streamline your global compensation plan management

SecurityPlus

SECURITY DESIGNED FOR TODAY’S
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
EquatePlus is designed to support global equity and non-equity plans.
It is protected both by our high security standards and those required
by Swiss Banking Audit Regulations. While its core features provide
you with security and peace of mind, the platform’s flexibility allows
you to customise your preferred set-up and secure functionality.

CORE SECURITY FEATURES

EXTENDED SECURITY OPTIONS

SECURE HOSTING

TWO-STEP VERIFICATION
Protect transactions and accounts with
an SMS code

Twin secure data centres
Swiss “Banking Zone”

SINGLE SIGN ON (SSO)
Access EquatePlus easily through your
network’s authentication

Triple layer security zones
Independent firewalls

ENCRYPTION AT REST
Keep data encrypted, even when not in use

Real-time security monitoring

SECURE ACCESS

NETWORK ENCRYPTION
Encrypted connection between our database
and EquatePlus

Secure SSL/HTTPS encrypted
connection

VPN CONNECTION
Enable a Virtual Private Network between your
systems and EquatePlus

Automatic session timeouts

SECURE EMAIL
Force SSL/TLS connection between you and Equatex
PGP FILE ENCRYPTION
Additionally encrypt files exchanged over SFTP
using the PGP algorithm

+41 44 403 61 00

SECURE DATA EXCHANGE
SFTP data transfers
Secure CDI interface for
file sharing
Real-time security monitoring
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Role based access
authorisation

